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All-American Girls  Join the winning team  Score the winning goal with superstar Mia Hamm. Chart

the plays and take to the field with co-captain Julie Foudy. Go for the gold with the champs --

Michelle Akers, Carla Overbook, Kristine Lilly, and the rest of the stellar 1999 World Cup team!

Read all about our favorite players in the first authorized book on the members of the U.S. Women's

National Soccer Team.  Find the latest stats, action-packed photos, bios, and advice from the

hottest stars in professional sports today. Follow these all-American girls from their earlest days in

soccer to their record-breaking careers, with Q&As, and personal info you won't find anyplace else.

It's all here, in the book that's a must-have for every soccer fan!
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This book will give you the facts and inside scoop of the wonderful ladies. Some of the stories the

team tells are hilaroius. It's not the best book I've read but it's great for young girls to see how they

got to the highest level.

If you are a fan of any player on the US womens team and wonder what they do in there life (Yes

they do have a life out side of soccer)this is the book for you. Your brothers picking on you saing

girls cant play sports. Will now you can prove him wrong. Hand him this book tell him to read the

first page, it will make him think twice before he makes fun of womens soccer again. This book has



each player tell about there life in and out of soccer. They tell of all the interesting hobbies they have

and some of am even rat on there team mates. If you buy this book and dont enjoy reading it you

are not a true womens soccer fan.

It's a fun read. You can jump in anywhere and learn how the players approach the game. I like the

pictures of the players when they were kids. The childhood story about Lori Farr stealing the ball

from her own team player, who was playing slow, and scoring cracked me up!!! Niffty price- for a lot

of entertainment.

This book is fantastic. It gives an inside look at each player to pass through the National team

program for an extended period of time. Includes player interviews and a sort of "rap"sheet for each

player, like their most embaressing soccer moment, their favorite number, and other interesting

facts. I would recommend this to anyone who is interested in learning more about the Womens

National team. Don't Miss it!!

All american girl is the storyr of the golden oldies of the Womens National soccer team! It shows

how some 10+ ordinary girls came together to make a HUGE difference in the history of sports!

Best book ever!!!!!!
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